Bougainville Mission: file

Preface
BOUGAINVILLE 1944-1945
Bougainville as one soldier saw it and lived it
His mission and his stories

Since the war ended I have been on a self imposed mission to expose what I believe
was an event that had no place in WW2 and to bring long overdue credit to the boys who fought
and the 518 boys who died with 1572 wounded who I believe achieving nothing. I care little for
what I see from bureaucracy to justify blundering, fallacious incompetence. The Bougainville
“Mopping up” should never have happened. I believe the validation for the campaign was untrue
misleading, wrong and erroneous. Read my findings and think about it? what did we achieve by
the so called “Mopping up opperation?” And more importantly; what did we lose?
My information has been obtained in some cases from official records, diary notes and
my letters. Some information was obtained first hand from Army personal and colleagues.
In some cases detail may be repeated as required when quoting or establishing a
connection to events and or timing. The spelling of some place names may vary slightly.
Before I joined the Army I was a junior member of the Australian Journalist Association
and worked for a city newspaper. As an eighteen year old I was fully aware of the serious drive
south by the Japanese force. In February 1942 following the fall of Singapore Army companies
were quickly reformed in New South Wales and sent north the prepare “The Brisbane Line” of
defence ( as it was then known”) for the expected Japanese invasion of Queensland. It was
commonly assumed the Japanese could land anywhere on the vast Queensland coast line at
will but would probably land south of the great Barrier Reef.
My General Transport Company was mainly engaged in road works. The work was long
and hard for the mainly eighteen-year-old lads. However in time and as a result of the Coral Sea
Naval Battle the Japanese invasion never happened. And our company was sent to Milne Bay
New Guinea and later to Buna.
As the war progressed we moved to Lae, Labau, Wau and back to Labau and then to
Torokina Bougainville where this segment of my Army life began and this story commenced.
I am an 87-year-old 80% disability Veteran serviceman. I am one of the 18 year olds who
survived the New Guinea and Bougainville campaigns. Returned home by hospital ship; spent
over four months in hospitals. Since the war ended; every day has been a bonus and I accept my
present condition as the price I paid helping to preserve today’s generations. I am a proud and
patriotic Australian. I would do it all again.
My research is dedicated to the dead and wounded colleges; to tell the truth as I see it
and to expose what i believe was a cover–up of blundering incompetence while attempting to
secure due recognition for those brave forgotten boys in that Bastard of a place.
NX 192276
Brucr C King
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Bougainville as one soldier saw it and lived it
In the early morning on the, 16Th November 1944., a soft tropical breeze drifted in across the
Markum River at Labau New Guinea. The main body of our Company was preparing to move
and every soldier had his own idea where we were off to; a sense of excitement reigned. The
Small Ships Company barges were ready to transport us the short distance to Lae where the
American liberty ship the John Lykes awaited us.
In due course we arrived in Bougainville. As the first Australians on Bougainville we were
there to prepare some of the facilities for our combat troops and were part of a force of 6000
Australians eventually to replace 29,000 Yanks.
On my arrival I learnt that two of my mates from my platoon in the advanced party had
been killed and had been buried in the Yank’s cemetery.
The Yanks had secured an area of beach front as a forward base measuring about ten
miles long by five miles deep. It had cost them dearly. Eighteen hundred American graves carried
the same date. Many of these were killed by friendly fire. The navy gunners dropped their fist
salvo on the beach three hundred meters short of the target.
The perimeter of the secured area was heavily mined with no record of the mines laid.
This created a big and dangerous problem for the Australians troops. Our unit was allocated a
location for the new camp. A platoon was clearing areas of jungle when an excited Yank in a jeep
charged into the workers waving his arms saying “stop, stop, this area is mined” At the time the
place looked like a plowed field from our truck’s wheel tracks.
As far as I can ascertain the Bougainville “fighting” was classed as nothing more than “A
mopping up” exercise and not a campaign

======================================================================

Quote Peter Medcalf
To quote a statement from Peter Medcalf’s story in, “War In The Shadows”!5 Battalion ,
29 Brigade.
Five Australian infantry Brigades, over one and a half divisions took over from the US
forces in November in 1944. The Americans were departing for Leyte landings in the
Philippine and appeared very confident. The enemy strength was down to less than 20,000,
they said, and most were starving, ill equipped and dispirited. The old New Guinea hands among
us were not impressed. They had seen starving Japanese charge in waves around Salamaua;
every last one had to be dug out and killed. Staving Japs are still dangerous.
The Us Intelligence estimates were a little in error. There were almost 40,000 of the Japanese
XV11 Army left on Bougainville and they were adequately equipped and living well off an organised
system of local crops and gardens, “The difference between the militiamen and the AIF
lasted about two seconds”
See reference three types of”Japanese” soldiers, Page
==========================================================================
Ref: www.ww2australia.gov.au (1) Allied air and sea superiority meant that the Japanese
garrison, the 17th Army, effectively was cut off from the main Japanese forces. The Japanese
could not get supplies in and had no air cover. Without resupply, they could not mount an
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effective attack on the American base at Torokina. Only once, in early 1944, was a major
attack on the base launched. It failed. After that, Bougainville became a backwater of the
war.
Ref: www.ww2australia.gov.au (2) In the middle of 1944, there began a handover of
responsibility for the base at Torokina to Australian forces. Rather than merely hold the enemy at
bay, as the Americans had done, Australia’s political leaders and senior officers decided the
Australian force would go on the offensive.
NOTE: Australia’s political leaders and senior officers decided the Australian force would go
on the offensive This action was shown to be totally unnecessary and cost 518 Australian lives
plus 1572 wounded casualties were sent to Lae New Guinea and I believe many more than
1572 were wounded I helped recover most of the dead from the South of the Island. All the
Aussie battalions did was to drive the Japs to another part of the island. I believe Australians are
now entitled to to know the reason for this decision
Supply to the forward positions as required was from dawn to dusk and was extremely
difficult on the Buin Road. The engineers did a marvelous job of bridging, corduroy and elevated
road sections. This said, it was nothing to be bogged to the axels any number of times as supply
lines lengthened; dig a vehicle out and be bogged again within 50 metres later especially in the
forward Aussie positions and when recovering the dead up to 800 metres ahead of defencive
positions where only a tank may safely go.
Around the American defensive perimeter at Torokina in November 1944 the Yanks had
laid mines randomly, especially on the Buin Road with no record kept. As transport drivers we
were instructed when in convoy to drive in these sections at 100 yards apart and precisely in the
same wheel tracks as the truck ahead in case of a detonation. That was fine, however the
dangerous section was pumas sand and as each loaded vehicle traversed this section the
wheel tracts deepened closer to the 100 pound Ariel bombs buried nose up with only a seven
pound pressure needed to detonate.
As it rained heavily every day or night it was not unusual to be unsure of the exact road.
However by the time our boys took over from the American combat troops we felt more
confident our engineers had secured our passage. Some supply was ambushed in 1945 and
the possibility of an ambush as vehicles approached the forward positions, by encircling Japs
could not be overlooked. The beach was used as the road where ever possible and the
average one way trip was five hours including the bogging delays by July1945.
The Yanks didn’t want Bougainville. MacArthur wanted a depot and air strip closer to
future action and to accommodate his 29,000 troops at the ready closer the Philippines; didn’t
know how many Japs were on the island in November 1944 and as he had no intention of taking
the offensive and winding up with prisoners adopted a defensive stand.
The Americans troops had no access out of their perimeters; had sown mines erratically
around the defensive positions. In November 1944 there were 6000 Australians in Torokina and
all the brigades were under strength. The 2/8 commandoes were the first to make contact with
the Japs 500 metres from the yank defences and took the Jap completely by surprise. Killing a
large number ( I think it was 120 ) with only one escape and no Aussie loss or wounded.
It was the opinion of many I spoke to in November1944 that the Yanks had some unofficial
arrangement that “You stay there and we’ll stay here” The mystery deepened with the 2/8
commando first contact and the Jap surprise. I respect the findings of John Coates and will
read his findings. I have found the authors of books on Bougainville with two exceptions
(Peter Medcalf and Bill Phillips) seem to discretely forget the fighting mans story and try to
justify the blunders and incompetence of official record keepers and the restricted media. I
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believe the validation for the campaign was untrue misleading, wrong and erroneous.. Is it
ignorance or could it still be a cover up? Or a can of worms when opened?

Ref Authors
I have read every book and article I could put my hands on about the Bougainville
campaign and with two exceptions, Peter Metcalf’s “War in the Shadows” and “ Capt: Bill
Phillips Fighting Patrol” anr “By The Blood of Ifantrymen” other authors lacked the real truth
that 518 and 1572 plus wounded of my colleagues died for nothing.
The general opinion of all I ever talked to believed the fighting didn’t’ shorten the war by
one day; the fact is we lost an average of fifty plus livesa month killed. I know I was
recovering, carting and burying the killed. I was there before it started and there in hospital
until February 46 long after it finished
.A Japanese officer told me of the 18,300 of his men that died over 15,000 died as a
result of enemy action and from lack of medicine and medical care. mamy believe it was a
war crime and should be exposed as such this was no fault of our boys fighting a determined
enemy. The suicidal Jap atacks was butchery. Often the dead had no ammo on them. I believe
surrender of the Jap force would have been a distinct possibility. The offer of conditional
medical aid could have been the incentive for peace talks and many of our 518 boys would
have been alive today. It could have been the incentive for peace talks and many of our 518
boys would have been alive today.
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The Bougainville issue was called “mopping up” campaign with the 29, 15, 11 and 7 Brigades
and I worked mainly with the combat troops in the south as required from beginning to end and
after war’s end until Feb 1946
==========================================================================
Ref: www.ww2australia.gov.au (2) To the south, the Australian advance also went well. One battalion
at a time attacked the Japanese and they made steady ground. In March and April 1945, however, the
Japanese counter-attacked with a series of human wave attacks at Slater’s Knoll, about half-way
towards Buin. In heavy fighting, and with the assistance of tanks and also air support, the Australians
held their ground. On 22 March, Corporal Reg Rattey, 25th Battalion, became the first soldier from a
militia battalion to be awarded the Victoria Cross – the highest decoration for valour – in action at
Slater’s Knoll
The campaign on Bougainville Island was one of the most costly land campaigns in the Pacific for
Australia. It cost more than 500 lives and more than 1500 wounded. Many felt this cost in lives was
unnecessary, for the campaign made no difference to the outcome of the war. All it achieved was to
push back the Japanese into smaller areas of containment. It has for this reason remained one of the
most controversial campaigns of the war.
(Note the top line second par B) And what has been done to tell the true story?
==========================================================================================
AWM
094071
(Australian
War
Memorial)
A surgical team of the 106th Casualty Clearing Station, Royal Australian Medical Corps, perform an operation on
an Australian soldier wounded in the knee, Torokina, Bougainville, 16 July 1945. Bougainville saw the bloodiest
fighting experienced by Australian troops in the last year of the war. A total of 516 Australians were killed or died
of wounds while a further 1,572 were wounded.

(I spent three months in the Casualty Clearing Station in Torokina and I believe it was the 109
CCS,
=================================================================

2/8th indrpendent Company
Ref: Australian War Memorial: War history: 2/8th indrpendent Company
The casualties were 7 killed and 16 wounded. One of the boys that died was 19 in February
44 and was my mate . We dropped supplies by air to them on several occasions and supplied
by land when possible
The squadron too was on the move, and in October it sailed to Torokina, the main Australian base on
Bougainville, where it joined the II Australian Corps. The campaign on Bougainville was dived into
three areas, the Central, Northern and Southern Sectors. The 2/8th served in the latter two areas. The
2/8th made the first move of the Australian campaign in the Northern Sector, by patrolling from
Torokina to Kuraio Mission and Amun once a week. The squadron did this from the second week of
November unit the second week of December. The 2/8th was then transferred to the Southern Sector.
The main battle for Bougainville was fought in the Southern Sector, as the 3rd Division advanced
towards Buin – the main Japanese base on the island. As the division’s infantry brigades advanced
along the coast, the 2/8th’s task was to protect their flank by conducting forward reconnaissance
R
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Some would be the butchers of Nanking
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patrols, harassing the Japanese with raids and ambushes and conducting a form of guerrilla warfare.
The squadron had a long campaign. For nine months, from the end of December until August 1945,
the troopers were in action the whole time. After securing the Jaba River, they moved inland, first to
Sovele Mission, then the villages of Opai, Nihero and Morokaimoro. They had reached Kilipaijino by
the end of the war. Each village taken became a patrol base. Patrols were usually limited to two
sections, although up to six sections could be operating at a time. Patrols generally lasted four to six
days, but nine-day patrols were not unknown.
The squadron collected and collated track information, terrain reports and located the enemy. Once
patrols had gathered information, they were free to make a ‘strike’ against the Japanese by setting an
ambush or taking a prisoner. These raids were very effective, as they forced the Japanese to deploy
troops to their rear areas, removing men from the front created by the infantry.
Following Japan’s surrender and the end of the war, the ranks of the squadron thinned quickly as men
were discharged or were transferred to other units. For those who were left, the squadron returned to
Australia at the end of December. In mid January 1946, at Liverpool, the 2/8th Commando Squadron
was disbanded.
===========================================================================
Regular Army press releases were issued to the media from time to time instructing it to play
down operations on Bougainville as merely a mopping up operation. However, the term
was never used after April 1945 when the casualty rate, fifty-six average killed every month and
many wounded and the size and scope of the campaign could no longer be hidden from the
public. A cover up was no longer possible but by that time the Command, via Army Public Relations
Unit, had egg on their face and the boys fighting and dying in that bastard of a place, under
strength towards the end of the campaign. Little ever being said by the media to correct and tell
the truth it continued to largely ignore the Bougainville campaign while war lasted.
Following the cessation of war a high Jap officer (I have his picture and it would seem I
was the only unofficial Journalist with an unofficial camera recording the truth) revealed the
Australian forces had killed or caused the deaths of 15,000 Japanese from November 1944 to
August 1945 and also wounded many thousands. Many died from lack of medication. An
estimated 300 were killed by the Yanks on landing day
It is worth repeating again; the Australian five infantry Brigades; some terribly under
strength for the conditions lost 518 killed and wounded. An average of fifty-six boys killed a
month. I carried truckloads of the dead I helped to recover, from the south of the island.
In my entire almost daily involvement with troops in the forward positions I did not see or
hear of any official media visits. I do remember one visit by two Yankee reporters who beat a
hasty retreat when the first shell burst
It is confirmed the Japanese couldn’t be supplied by sea or air; had no boats capable of
carrying numbers. They were a force totally ineffective and isolated if left alone. (As the Yanks
realised) They were effectively in goal; the war had passed Bougainville; as the Yanks wanted it
no longer, I believe it would be reasonably to say the so-called “Mopping up” was a war crime.
Naval patrols could have patrolled the Island. Jap subs were busy elsewhere anyway.
Carrying on an active campaign in shocking conditions and wasting good young Australian
lives; to say nothing of the Aussie wounded, was totally unnecessary.
I served the whole campaign in Bougainville supplying either the forward positions with
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ammo or attached to the Graves Registration as required. Recovering the dead with a small
patrol in territory that had been patrolled but was not considered safe. At times sleeping under
the same conditions as the combat troops when it was too dangerous to return to base. My
observations, and personal interaction with the combat troops, told me there were three classes
of Japanese troops. There were the favoured Japanese Marines; many of these were the troops
that raped Nanking, the Manchurian conscripts and the coolie type conscripts. The Marines had
the best that could be provided and were predominately Japanese. The Manchurians were
forced into the Army nine years before the Second World War to fight China and were shot for
the slightest indication of disobedience or defiance.
I met a Manchurean who spoke reasonable English; he told be much about the brutal
invasion of the Japanese Army into Manchuria; of murder, massacre, rape and the forced labour
on all males. Young men were just put in a truck and shipped off to fight China. For any complaint
or resistance they would be shot immediately. He told me he was a carpenter and while working
at his bench he was arrested and forced into the Army. His family knew nothing of what happened;
that was nine years before the 2 W W and he said words in effect, he had little chance of ever
seeing his wife and family again. I can understand the “animal” coming out in a person after
treatment like this.
Our combat troops told of dead coolie type Japs with no ammo apparently being sent on
patrol as bate to draw Aussie fire and reveal the Aussie positions. The Aussies would let them
pass; get the following Jap marines and the coolie Japs returning. Sad but true they were
Japanese pawns. Clothing was so scarce for the coolies they would strip their dead colleagues
for their cloths if they had the chance and when ever possible bury them.
In over fifty years I sent many letters and Photographs to everyone who should care
about the boys that died in the Bougainville Campaign without one return letter. The T V
channels won’t touch it. To the best of my knowledge and research, there is not one memorial for
these boys. Is it because they were predominately Chockos I have wondered? Or is it that the
media banned information is now just lost in some superseded system? I have supplied the
only pictures of the surrendering Japs to many of the people who should care and not one has
been published to my knowledge. Remember, I was the only unofficial cadet journalist with a
camera in Bougainville.
As recently as January 2011 my first letter of reply was received from “Reveille” for which
I was most grateful. However other letters to Reveille over the years appealing for the opportunity
to tell the Bougainville story seemed to get mislaid.
I put it to you. What do you think the average Australian 20 to 80 years of age knows
about the Bougainville campaign? I can tell you. It is precious little. Seldom are the facts mentioned
or even dwelt with on in the media. Possibly for lack of knowledge on Anzac Day or information
from the “armchair books on the war.” This may be disputed.
Bougainville is on the Internet if you surf and search but there is not too much to find. One
thing that can’t be disputed is the Australian Bougainville campaign did not shorten or contribute
to wars end by one day. It did get General Blamey to the surrender celebrations although General
MacArthur dictated the relatively large number of troops to be used. Neither Blamey or MacArher
were the flavour of the month with the boys on Bougainville in 1945
MacArthur didn’t want Bougainville he had made use of it providing air fields and a base
for his troops for Layte as a stepping stone. My guess is he would have been happy to drop it in
Blamey’s lap and probably did. MacArthur had the real war on and Blamey and his fallacious
mates were twiddling thumbs wanting a campaign.
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The real truth must be seen and admitted , Bougainville was an blunder and those
responsible should be called to account. The blood of the boys that now lie beneath the white
crosses and the boys we couldn’t find in some temporary grave can only tell the real truths. Carrying
on a campaign in shocking conditions and wasting good young lives was totally unnecessary.
Establishing a time reminder.
War had passed Bougainville when 6000 Aussie troops replaced 29000 Yanks in Nov
1944 It was later learned that the Jap Command thought the multitude of ships were only the
Yanks leaving Torokina. The Yanks established a stepping-stone and airfield and were holding
a 15-mile perimeter. Although apparently from the records available to me, had penetrated to
the north coast and up the Numa Numa River to Paiterapala and south to the Jabba Jabba River
line; additionally killing 3,000 Japanese. The Australian Brigades, mainly (Chockos) relieved
them. Official records state, the Australians were “On mopping up operations” Actually 2,000
combat troops mopping up the biggest part of the 40,000 Japanese 17th Army group. What a lot
of rot. There were more enemy troops involved than at Kokoda where we lost 600 killed and
about 1600 plus wounded. Bougainville turned out to be as big as the Vietnam War if not bigger
in troop numbers. I believe the Australians officially killed in the Viet war was 520 (?)
In the Bougainville campaign the Australian Army forces lost 518 in nine months. Plus
many wounded and they killed or caused the deaths of 15, 000 Japanese
Read about the 31/51 at Genga River, “The Amphitheatre”, of boys cut off; and out of
ammo using trenching shovels to fight their way out and didn’t leave one wounded mate. Stories
that equal the finest battles ever fought and won anywhere at anytime. The 30th Dec; Pearl Ridge,
Porton Plantation on June the 8th 1945. Read about the 31/51 attempts to secure a line across
the narrow neck of the island from Porton to Chindawon in Bougainville.
On June the 8th 1945 we were detailed to be the transport support for the 31/51 to secure
a line across the narrow neck of the island from Porton to Chindawon in Bougainville. I was one
of about six drivers to go there once the beach had been secured.
Before we were selected for the job the C O stipulated that only the best rifle shots from
the company were to be chosen. At this point in time nobody was aware of the job but we all
guessed that something big was in the wind.
We were issued with a full issue of ammo, food rations for three days, our kit inspected
and the best of the trucks selected. They were six ford blitz buggies a jeep a workshop truck with
spares and a recovery wagon. Off we go to the Torokina beach and park there.
We sat in our trucks from about midday until midnight when the landing was apparently
called off. We later were to learn that a landing of the 31/51 infantry by Captain Downs had taken
place at Porton Plantation. A narrow neck of land in the north of the island, using three L C A’s
and we had been awaiting the return of these barges to take us in there as support and transport.
The landing of the troops from the first barge at 4-AM was OK.
However they landed 300 yards to the north of the intended landing place. The first troops
had made the shore but the barges with the second lot of troops at 4-35-AM and heavy weapons
grounded on the reef and was plastid by the Japs. These were the barges that were supposed
to return for us once the landing was made according to plan; it was called off but it wasn’t over
for the stranded boys of the 31/51.
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One that didn’t get home to base
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Bottom: Prisoners land at Torokina from Chindawan
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Above: Bruce King at wars end
Bruce at Labau off to Bougainville
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Note: Japanese officers dress unlike the fighting soldier and coolie type manchurian
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Manchureans from chindawan
Above: Dropping suppliees to the 2/8
commandoes
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Loading a D C 3 with shutes of supplies for the 2/8 Commandoes at Soville out of reach by
vehicles. This was done by droping from lowest possible heightand extremely dangerous.

It would appear from stories told later from the wounded and others no Jap resistance
was expected at this location and that would seem to have been the belief of those that planned
the operation. However the noise created by the barges trying to extricate themselves brought
the Japs snipers and machine gunners out. There would have been very little the boys in the
barges could do effectively to cope with the Jap onslaught except seek as much protection as
the stranded barges could offer
Allied aircraft plastered the location continuously by day but the troops that landed from
the first barge had no heavy weapons and limited ammo an no defencive preperation.
At night the Japs made natives swim out to the stranded barges in an attempt to throw
grenades into the barges. I am told some were shot before they succeeded. I cannot confirm if
any native attach was successful. One story told later by one of the 31/51 boys was that as the
barges lay broadside on and parallel to the beach and for protection some of the wounded
actually chose to take shelter in the sea on the far side of the barges from the beach and it is
said that some of those listed as missing were taken by sharks because of the blood from their
wounds. This may well have been correct and probably was. Effective reconnaissance had
apparently not been done or “42 landing craft company. ” would not have landed in the wrong
place
However our boys suffered badly at Porton Plantation with twenty-three Aussie dead or
missing 106 wounded from the 42 landing craft company. This is amazing considering the
situation the troops found themselves in. The Jap force was estimated at 400 of which 147
were definitely killed and a probable 50 more. A Jap force of 2000 Marines were in the northern
tip of the island. Our 31/51 Infantry lost heavily dead wounded and missing in the finish. It turned
out to be possibly the worst disorganised and muddled show for the Aussies in the Bougainville
campaign.
The battalion’s (11th Brigade) fighting strength on the 3rd June was reported as only 23
officers and 353 other ranks. They had been in forward areas for four months. That is an awful
long time in the conditions experienced by the boys.
General Blamey was visiting the island at the time of the landing and was at sea fishing
with the complements of “Small Ships ” I had a mate in civil life and if I remember his sir name
correctly, was Mason and coincidently was in our “D” AGT platoon and later was transferred to
Small Ships. His allegation was of actually being with Blamey on the craft, Blamey was fishing
with his “mates” drunk and still “Groging on” All this while his “ Rabbits” an he called, them were
dying at Chindawon.
Stories from Four Base headquarters, it is alleged, expressed the opinion that they
believed the landing was staged at that time to impress General Blamey and make something
for their reports he might read. Seems to ring a bell for me. Similar landings earlier had been
successful apparently with and presumably the 31/51 infantry. We will never know the truth but
many believed the exercise was totally unnecessary and would not have shortened the war one
day. If successful the landing at Chindawon would have just driven the Jap to a another part of
the island. But what was the cost of the exercise and why was it necessary? The war had left
Bougainville behind and forgotten as far as MacArthur was concerned
When the war finished I was one of the troops that had the pleasure of escorting the
prisoners from this area to their camp at Torokina. These soldiers were Marines and big men.
Not the small average infantry foot soldier.
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The Jap officer in charge of the surrender and the Aussie major had a discussion and the
Jap officer turned and barked a command to the troops. “Two guards to twenty-two nip prisoners
our Major said”. Many Japs were still carrying weapons, the Japs crossed the creek in single
file. Some looked six feet tall and four feet wide to us. Not like the little Jap of the southern area
We lined them up and they in turn tossed their weapons into a truck. It was then the stench
hit us. These troops smelt worse alive than dead and I’ve smelt the week old dead. We had to
search each man for knives or other dangerous items. Very little ammo was found suggesting
that they probably didn’t have any or much for some time past.
One Manchurean had a small rag doll about the size of an open hand filled with sawdust
I guessed. I proceeded to squeeze the doll to see if it contained anything hidden in the sawdust.
I was about to pull it apart. The big Manchurian glared at me with menace and anger in his eyes
then a sudden look of anguish and pleading. His eyes were tearful there was obviously something
about this doll very dear to him. What? I said, pointing to the doll.
He must have read my mind or gesture. Gathering his arms, as one would nurse a baby
he swayed to and fro. Then indicated with his hand the height of a four-year-old child. This doll
was the only link with his family back home and his child. I later learned from another prisoner
who spoke broken English. I handed the doll back to the prisoner and his face lit up like a
Christmas tree. He bowed low so many times smiling and saying something in Japanese that
was beyond me.
The prisoners were loaded into my truck Sandy the second driver took up a position
standing on his seat with his body to the waist through the port in the roof his rifle laying on the
roof.
While waiting for the convoy of trucks to pull out he lit a smoke and gave it to the nearest
Jap, the Jap took two puffs and passed it to the next Jap until it had gone around all twenty-two
prisoners in the truck. But by this time the first Jap to smoke the cigarette was heaving his heart
up. The smoke had been too strong for this starving man. Angry looks and restless deafening
chatter followed from all the prisoners who obviously thought they had been poisoned.
Something had to be done and done quickly. “What in the hell’s going on Sandy” I screamed
from the drivers seat? S***t!!!!! Sandy exclaimed with cigarette packet still in his hand took out
a smoke and lit it. Silence followed as the prisoners watched Sandy smoke the cigarette down
to the butt and flip the butt away. Thanks to Sandy’s quick thinking a dangerous situation was
avoided. The Japs expected Sandy to be sick also and when he wasn’t the situation settled
down. These prisoners had a “die for the emperor” mentality and were likely to commit suicide
and take the guards with them. Nobody wanted to die or finish up a cot case now the war was
finished. I would not have expected Mary to marry a cripple and would more than likely have
ended things for me while still in the islands.

It had been a campaign in a bastard of a place for the combat soldier, ordered by people
who apparently had little concept of facing an enemy determined to kill you in these conditions,
With possibly little ammo in your ammo pouch, nothing significant in the gut for days, your mates
brains on the ground beside you, wet to the skin for weeks covered in mud, fearful and often
tearful of making a move under heavy artillery fire. General Blamey called these same boys
rabbits at Kokoda.
The first two Australians killed in Bougainville were from my platoon. Our unit was the first
full unit on Bougainville to prepare for the Brigades.
When these so called mopping up operations were decided the Borneo campaign
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was in the pipeline. The common belief asserted among the boys at the time was that General
Blamey wanted to be in on cutting up of the cake when the war was finished and needed an
active campaign going on somewhere to satisfy the Yanks to be personally included.
Reminder
I believe it would not have taken General Blamey long with his political support to convince
MacArthur a “Mopping up” operation should be carried out in Bougainville. According to some
reports MacArthur and Blamey were only together because they had to be together. At that time
nobody knew that there were 40,000 Japs on the Island. And at that time, according to my
research there were 18,000 combat Japanese troops ready to die for their Emperor. The Army
and the Politicians would listen to Blamey they had to.
One of the finest accounts of the Bougainville campaign can be found in the book by
Peter Medcalf “War in the Shadows” I was there and I have read every book printed on the
Bougainville campaign and Peter Medcalf tells it as it really happened. He was a Rifleman and
saw it all. Respectfully I suggest to you that you should be aware of the books contents and ask
yourself, Should the Bougainville blunder be exposed and dealt with Another book by Captain
Bill phillips “By the Blood of Infantrymen’ deals with more than bougainville an technically is
very good.
I am in full agreement and sympathize with the Viet veteran let that be absolutely clear.
They are worthy of all that is said of them. Including the soldier at base who never has faced the
dangers of the combat soldier. He plays an important part in maintaining the combat soldier as
we did. What is not commonly known today is the real and true story of the men and boys who
fought and died in Bougainville. They have been forgotten because few know the true story to
relate it and those who know the true story are dying out fast. Army coverup and Politics have
brushed it under the carpet.
The so-called “official war records” (alleged to be mine) are not correct. The records do
not show my attachment to other companies or my work with the 29th Brigade as forward
supply and recovery of the dead with the Graves Registration. As a casualty my full medical
records were wrong or absent form the 109 Casualty Clearing Station and also while on the
hospital ship on my way home in February 1946 to Concord Military Hospital where I remained
for over four months. I was on leave once in 42 months as a result of being moved to different
units; the same boy under a different unit name
They do show me as being in an infantry unit I was never in. However at the time I was in
the CCS dying of secondary infection.
I have spoken with many of my unit mates over the yearsand they also confirm many
discrepancies in their war records. If so many are wrong what is the point of having the records
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The were many wonderful stories to be told the Australian soldier; of comradeship, his sacrifice
for his mates, his unique humor in the face of death and hardship, of his determination to fight for
what he believed was right

“. Come in spinner”
Bill the fox, as he was called was a humorous character, short and stocky with a head
resembling a soccer ball. . Balding at an early age many of his mates said it was worn out on the
head of too many beds. Which, when one thought about it may not have been too far from the
truth. Bill’s explanation, ”I wore it off on me Sheila’s chest” His eyes complemented his head .Big
and round protruding from the eye sockets like ping pong balls, bloodshot beneath heavy horizontal
eyebrows.
When on leave in Aussie, Bill would drink until his money ran out and then do his best to
borrow more. This having failed bill would “get me-self a Sheila” until time to return to camp .Now
if this proved to be a “good thing” Bill would more then likely wind up A.W.L.
It was not unusual for Bill to return to camp, while in Aussie, sporting some skin off the nose
and cursing everything and everyone. Bill had a limited vocabulary. What he had was punctuated
with every blasphemous and obscene word ever uttered by a soldier.
Bill’s list of accomplishments didn’t end there. Bill was a card sharp and a very proficient
one at that. The quick flick of a card after a long session with somewhat drowsy opponents was
not a possibility to be over looked by those gullible enough to participate in the game. Add a few
beers per hour and Bill had it made.
Find a two-up game and you would find Bill “. Come in spinner” would be the cry. Always
confident of winning and always broke, and trying to borrow a quid.
The comradeship among the boys was ever forgiving for we all knew well Bill could not
change and we took the necessary precautions. However, there was a side to Bill that ensured
his inclusion in the fellowship of the platoon. Never could define it. Maybe it was his sense of
humour. Or his crude appreciation of his bawdy jokes accompanied by the smile of an innocent
ten-year-old child.
Bill’s pay book had more red lines (for fines) than his eyes and it would be London to a
brick’ Bill would one day be discharged owing the army money.
On many occasions Bill and I were assigned to duty with the Graves Registration section
to recover the remains of the boys who had been killed. Bill and I were there to provide the
transportation .The forward trail consisted of nothing more than the clearing by a bulldozer through
very soft ground. In these conditions our vehicles in extra low rang four-wheel drive were making
a lot of noise. This made us edgy.
With the armed party leading and the natives following behind the trucks (they’re not silly)
proceeded into the forward area. We passed the forward bivouac area. The troops had dug in
and were not to be seen.
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The armed party proceed slowly, taking great care to move forward on each side of the
trail, pausing under cover every, what seemed to me, few meters.
Not surprisingly, our trucks became hopelessly bogged down. The armed party and the
natives went on. Bill and I had to find a way to dig the trucks out. Finally I said, “ One of us will
have to go back to an engineer’s position for a bulldozer”. This was followed by a string of
obscenities from Bill.
Eagerly he agreed to stay with the trucks while trying to convince me that as the danger
was greatest remaining with the trucks and he was actually thinking of my safety by suggesting
I should go. “We’ll draw straws” I said, “No we bloody wont.” Cursed bill. However, eventually we
decided to draw straws to see who would go back alone, about eight hundred meters and I
made sure I held the straws.
In our situation at the time, we were very frightened .The racket we made trying to get the
trucks out six to eighthundred metres into dubious territory could have brought the Jap in behind
our armed escort.
Needless to say I wasn’t going to let Bill hold the straws. Bill got the short straw. And true
to his reputation, delivered a mouth full of obscenities. However, clutching his rifle and with those
ping-pong eyes sticking right out of his head, he started off to get help.
Bill had gone about fifty meters when a native AWL from the working party, who had found
a hiding place in the roots of a big tree, stepped out just after Bill had passed.” Massa’’ was all
I later learned the native had said. This was enough to send Bill rocketing into the air, much to
the delight of the native now laughing his head off. The native not realising just how close he was
to getting a bullet. What Bill was saying wasn’t Japanese and certainly not a lesson in English
for the native.
Eventually the engineers with a second armed party and Bill and a thirty-ton dozer arrived
much to my relief. For by that time I was wishing I had drawn the short straw instead of Bill. The
situation was soon resolved and we returned to the Torokina cemetery and lay to nest the remains
of our comrades.
We laughed about the Fox at our reunions years later. But it is events like this where
comradeship is born. Bill died from cancer in about 1988 and I am not surprised he was a
heavy smoker.
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There were times in our work when because of ships failing to arrive on time the volume
of work would slacken off. The boys not working would have to do camp duties repairing tents,
digging storm drains, do their washing, write letters and many would try to catch up on a bit of
sleep. On just such a occasion with a number of others we decided the take a small four metre
boat for a trial run. The boat had been purchased from the Yanks when they left the island. The
boat was a scale down model of a PT Boat and was well built. It needed an engine and a
propeller. but not for long; the boys “pinched “a Yankee jeep left on the wharf for a few minutes by
pushing it off the wharf into the sea, waited until the Yankee officer returned, he realising it had
been pinched and it would be useless to ask the Aussies where it was he just left the scene
never thinking to look in the clear deep water where it could be seen quite well.
The next thing to do was to retrieve the jeep so one of the boys simply went back to camp
saw the officer in workshops and said, ‘One of the jeeps has broken down we need the recovery
wagon is that Ok?” “Yes OK” and never bothered to ask more. The Jeep never reached our
camp. The Jeep was hidden in the jungle for a couple of days, the motor removed and the boat
had a motor. Now where do we get a propeller? Matho had a brainwave,. What if we just go
straight to one of the sergeants in the Small Ships and say, The Yanks left a boat and it has no
Prop have you got any answers sir. They must have Bl———y props from wrecked barges in
their dump. Great said the boys but say nothin’ about the “pinched” motor. In due course a brightunused propeller appeared from nowhere and was fitted to the boat.
At last we were at sea and Frank suggested we stay well within sight of land. It was a
beautiful day and an hour past as we approached a large bay I suggested the shoreline would
be harder to see and that we should now be returning. Also the weather had changed rapidly as
it often does in the tropics and we would get very wet before we got back to camp. My warning
went unheeded and then the heavy rainstorm hit us Macka turned about to head for camp but
we could not now see the shoreline for the rainstorm
“Hay, stop, until the rain stops, or we won’t know where we are going” I said. The city boys
had all the answers and kept racing through the storm with heads down. The rain cleared, “Where’s
the shore” said Les, and all looked in different directions. “We are Bl——y lost you stupid B—
——— Bruce told you to stop til the rain finished Macka now we haven’t a clue where we are,
turn the so and so motor off until we can see something” The storm was now near the coast and
heavy rein was obscuring what we hoped to see.” I know where I’m going it’s straight ahead”
said Macka. He was so wrong I was sitting in the stern of the boat, and as I looked back I thought
I could make out the vertical soft plume of Mount Bagana the volcano. We were headed straight
out to nowhere. “Stop I screamed; Mount Bagana is at the back of us; turn about” The boys
confirmed I was right and we headed for the coast. Thirty minutes later we could see the beautiful
coastline as the sun was setting. Once again my God had intervened and caused me to turn
about and to see the plume. We would all have been lost at sea with no fresh water or food. We
would have been missing with no trace as no one was told where we were going before we left
the camp
The boat was thereafter only used for
fishing off shore.
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Jap prisoners from Chindawon at Torokina August 1945
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Japaese officers personal gear including bedding and belongings carried by the coolie
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Two Japanese of note at the CCS at Torokina
at war’s end they got the same as the Aussies
Bottom:Coast watcher OP post after
Jap shelling
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When war finished this field piece was renged on the forward Aussie position but was never
used on that occasion
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One of the company trucks that didn’t make it

Bruce C King

Every platoon in every unit of the army had one. The favorite nickname usually Slim. The story I tell
comes from one of the wounded in hospital with me. It is typical of many of my mates born before the
great depression and not fortunate enough to have had the breaks in life. Poverty stricken parents mine
included deprived themselves of the necessities of life to give to their kids. The schooling we got wasn’t
nearly enough. We were working in factories at fourteen years of age doing the work of men. As teenagers
we joined the services in the thousands. Today teenagers are still at school. A fitting place but such was not
the good fortune of The Skinny Lanky Kid.
THE SKINNY LANKY KID
As told to me

The product of depression, just a skinny lanky kid,
Not keen at all on schoolwork or know-how to earn a quid.
His father was a drunkard, mother kind hardworking poor,
Brought him up the hard way, how she loved that son she bore.
His name was never listed with school champions of the day,
Too heavy footed, clumsy, never quite knew what to say.
But he had a love for Aussie that went deeper than his soul,
That’s why we found him dying in that water filled shell hole.
Eight nips they lay about him, bloody faces to the sky,
So sure they’d carve him up for sport before they’d watch him die.
But what they had encountered was the skinny lanky kid,
This noble son of Aussie stood his ground and made his bid.
He paid the price for freedom we now enjoy today,
When he butchered sons of Nippon on that hot New Guinea way.
We knelt beside our cobber as his life’s blood seeped away,
Then we wiped the mud from round his lips, ‘twas then we heard him say
They’ll never take old Aussie mate; he raised a painful grin,
With eyes already glazed in death his face was pale and thin.
He died like many others with his sad mates standing round,
Then we wrapped him in his blanket and returned him to the ground.
It’s a very common story of the brave and what they did.
But it’s special to the boys that found the Skinny Lanky Kid
Look out into the peace of night; see the army of the slain,
Drink deep the fortunes of our world for they have not died in vain
Think well about our children’s lives of Gods blessings often hid,
And of the boy from up the street, he’s The Skinny Lanky Kid.

Illustration and poem
Kanga NX192276
Bruce King

Kanga NX192276

MY WORLD OF DARKNESS
Dedicated to my wounded blind mate
I believe his nick name was Magie Macgee
______________
From the forward scout a signal the enemy was near
A sense, a sudden feeling we all knew well as fear.
We lay without a movement faces flattened to the ground,
Smelt the damp earth rotten, from the jungle— not a sound.
Through the canopy of trees I see a tiny patch of sky,
Thought as I gripped my owen, maybe this is where I’ll die.
Waiting seemed like hours— nearby a cobber cursed,
That’s the last I could remember before the mortar burst.
The patch of sky has gone above the trees so tall,
It can’t be night—and yet it’s dark, a distant day-bird calls.
My senses come, I am alone, where is my cursing mate?
Am I alone on jungle trail distained to face my fate?
I try to move, a sudden pain is stabbing at my head,
My bloodied hands are fumbling around my jungle bed.
The sickening truth as panic shakes me to my soul,
I’m blind, alone and dying in a Japanese shell hole.
Black hours of fear- dry thirsty throat, am I with friend or foe?
Will I call for help, fire a shot, let friend and enemy know?
Past life I live again - before my tortured mind,
A vision of my family, a mother tender, kind.
Sounds of muffled clatter, strange voices, the enemy I fear,
They’ve come to reap the harvest of our wounded that is clear.
I hold my breath, pretend I’m dead, a bayonet point I feel,
This is the end, I tell myself, before my God I kneel.
Time stood still that moment, before all hell broke loose,
Then the impact of a body, it hit the earth so close.
Again the deathly silence- what is to be my fate?
Then to my world of darkness came a voice, How are you mate.?
Bruce King
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The heroine of Bougainville who saved my life
and many others by her dedicated caring
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The original crossing here was on punt built from 44 Gal Drums; nine lives were lost when a truck
slipped off the punt. That Battalion also lost heavily in the fighting
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Above: One of the boys with a Jap 7.7 Machine gun at war’s end.
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Reine’Crossing until this structure was built crossing was extremely dangerous for the driver
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Nurses of the 109 C C S and a mate who turned his jeep over
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Peace thanks giving at Bosley field Torokina at war’s end with the Rev Hume Moyer conducting
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Cooling down and washing the sweat out of the cloths. They all made it
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Foreground; BruceKing, Backgroung: Ernie Bywater Driver Pat Manhennett
Maintenance was a big job. All onehundred and forty heavy convoy vehicles went over
the pits every three days. That is more than 640 a week all this work was night work by
a team of six who were expected to sleep during the day.
The boys had shelter while working for it rained heavily day or night and some
times day and night. It was a tiresome, unhealthy and dirty twelve hours of work. The pits
were 1.4 metres deep the soldier working there would not leave the pit as each truck
passed overhead this meant a good belly full of exhaust fumes. His job was to check
and refill, gear box, Diff, and transfer cases. In no time he would be covered with hot
,heavy, hypoid gear oil that caused itching. Because of the heat clothing except for
pants was never warn. I had that job for months

THE STEAM COOKER
Australians had the name for being the greatest scroungers (acquirers) in any army the
reason being we had precious little. And in the Pacific war the Yanks got all the best of everything
even those in the forward areas. Their fighting soldier had support units who would build a camp
with hot and cold running water showers from tanks, (hot and cold running blonds at times)
toilets with seats and erect tents for troops to move into. Often these facilities were left standing
for days in the middle of nowhere without a guard to be seen. The inevitable happened and our
C and D Platoons “won” a six rose shower setup, taps, pipes the works. The following story is
characteristic of the Aussie at the front.
One of the boys from C Platoon noticed while in the District Issuing Depot a large “see
what you buy” crate standing on its end containing a steam cooking stove 4 x 4 x 10 feet weighing
about three tons. It stood on a loading dock four feet above ground the Property of USA Army
stencilled abundantly clear all over it. Only a crane could lift it so the yanks thought. The thought
of no more burnt meals from the cook was worth risking life and limb. The cook was the cook
only because the sergeant major in training camp had given up trying to make a soldier of him.
Back at camp that night around candles on a biscuit crate used as a table a battle plan
was being drawn up for operation “Steam Cooker” This operation was a delicate one. Yank
guards had a reputation for being trigger-happy and unlike Aussie Guards at depots the Yanks
had automatic rifles. A night invasion was out of the Question for that reason. Points to consider
were the weight? How many strong volunteers could they get? Long into the night their devious
planning went on.
For the next few days the depot was reconnoitred. Parking a truck for some time beside
the stove to get the security used to the scene. Finally “S C” day arrived. A truck strategically
placed in the workshop lines for fictitious repairs was “road tested” to the beach. The six nameless
boys loaded a ton of sand piled like a sand castle into the truck. At the depot gates the boys hid
under a tarp on the floor of the truck while the driver slowly made his way through the depot finally
backing into the dock with tailboard down.
The boys under the tarp waited for the driver’s signal “all clear” sweating swearing and
cursing the sun’s unbearable heat.” GO, GO,GO” came the muffled cry from the driver. In thirty
seconds flat the stove hit the sand castle the tarp covering the boys and the stove. Bluey the last
under the tarp as his job was to shut the tail-gate.
The truck slowly approached the check out gate the guard was leaning against his box
almost asleep because of the heat. Expecting the truck to stop and in no hurry to move. Instead
of the driver hitting the brake he punched the accelerator to the floor to remain there until our
camp was reached. All identification had been removed from the back of the truck and the
added cloud of dust helped the operation. “Ya hoo” screamed the thieves with schoolboy delight
now scrambling out from under the tarp for a breath of air.
In typical Aussie fashion a strategic withdrawal without losing a man was carried out.
Now what to do with a three ton stove for a few days? Too heavy to move and hide in the jungle.
“Leave it on the truck and hide the truck” said the boy from the bush. “That’s no bloody good”
said the Godfather. “The truck will be wanted for a job” “Nerr” drawled the workshop shoplifter.
We’ll park it in workshop lines and take a wheel off the truck and say the brakes have gone and

it can’t be moved” ‘*#???///!!!!++++*** Great idea” came the filthy reply from Sid who was never
short of a few adjectives. A few days passed and it was considered safe to install the stove.
Great pains were taken to see that the crate with the U S army ID was used to keep the kitchen
fires going. After much sweating and cursing from too many chiefs and not enough Indians the
stove was positioned and installation almost completed.
The cook had a grin from ear to ear like a Cheshire cat. Into the camp in a cloud of dust
came a Yank jeep and stopped at the headquarters CO tent. Screams of horror and obscene
language from the boys. Some were at that moment “breaking even” and melting into the jungle
like water into a sand. There would be no medals for this operation.
Accompanied by our C O and orderly sergeant the Yank officer and his sergeant driver
inspected the Mess Huts one by one. The cooks were summoned to their kitchens. At the C, D
Platoon kitchen the tarp was rolled back revealing a shiny new steam stove.
The Yank officer had an expression on his face that said “Got ya” Meanwhile the cook had a look
of innocence and surprised that would have put a group of choirboys to shame. “Who’s
responsible for this” barked the C O “ Mmmm arrr arrr, Well, arr, I don’t know . It’s a surprise to
me. I have been in my tent” Stammered the terrified cook.
The Yank officer cast his eyes to heaven and realizing that this questioning would get
nowhere drawled, “ I have my stove and I want it back at the depot by 1300 hours” Saluted the C
O Spun on his heal and with his sergeant driver and a large cloud of dust disappeared down the
track. The major looked at the few boys that didn’t run for the scrub who by this time had resigned
themselves to their fate. Red faced and stuck for words he turned his face to the ground and
shook his head. “Get out” he bellowed like a wounded bull. The boys didn’t wait for him to add an
addendum or rider. We were later to learn from the orderly corporal, the C O turned to the orderly
sergeant and out of the corner of his mouth said something that sounded remarkably like ”bad
bloody luck” He probably was getting burnt or half cooked meals as well as his men. Besides he
was getting his share of grog from the boy’s illicit still. Charging the thieves may have proven to
be bad for too many thirsty officers.
Now I’m not saying how I got to know some the details of this story, should you be
wondering? I Just have to take the word of my mates to fill in the missing bits. But it wouldn’t be
far from the truth I imagine.

A LIGHTER MOMENT ON ACTIVE SERVICE*
Ted was a likable bloke with a ready smile spoke when spoken to. But never a soldier as
long as his backside pointed to the ground.
In training camp he was always in trouble while on parade. The red-faced sergeant major
with a blood pressure reading of 250 over 140 and a voice like a young bull in a paddock full of
heifers was often near to having a stroke from frustration.
Ted’s rifle was never clean enough for the inspecting officer, beard short enough, boots
clean enough, always some buttons undone and seldom on time for roll call. When spoken to
there would be a ten second delay before any reaction, On guard duty one could approach Ted
at 2 AM in pitch darkness without being challenged and get a friendly greeting.
Well, that was our likable mate and good friend. However one night Ted was posted on
guard duty guarding a line of Blitz buggies. Ted’s bowels were, let us say, over active. There was
Ted decked in full gear and equipment for the occasion and busting for the obvious and still
fifteen minutes before the change of guard. I was the relieving guard from a squad of six.
The night was dark. We carefully picked our way through the line of trucks but no Ted, no
challenge. The officer of the Guard called, GUARD. From some distance came a muffled almost
pitiful reply “Here Sir” The officer swung his torch around wildly until its slender beam found Ted.
The six guards almost collapsed with laughter. There was Ted, knees bent at 90 degrees, the
small of his back against the bumper bar of a truck. Pants around his ankles, his underpants
loaded, swinging like a Christmas pudding in a sack. With his blunt bayonet was attempting to
cut or saw the crutch out of his under pants. Out of the squad came the dry voice of Honeybrook.
“Call him to attention Sir” Such a result would have left little to the imagination.
I never did know if Ted cut his under pants free but he took in good part the ribbing from
his mates with no comment and a faint smile. We got our laughs where we could in those
depressing times.
Kanga

KANGA’S PET CAT
Pencil drawings of a cat were strewn over Kanga’s bunk. All that remained of Kanga’s love affair
with an affectionate ginger cat.
Ginger a big overweight cat probably came from a supply ship and missed the departure.
Kanga was working on the wharves and left his truck for a short time. On returning he was
surprised to find a big ginger cat had adopted the cab of the truck. There it was as comfortable
as a cat can get and making no attempt to move. “Hi puss? Who owns you? Said Kanga. “Meeyoww” was the reply. That was the beginning of the love affair. The two hit it off in no uncertain
way.
Kanga was a professional artist and it wasn’t long before Kanga had pencil to paper
drawing Ginger. The cat proved to be a perfect model. It could be posed in almost any position
and would remain so until moved. It was uncanny. The cat seemed to know what was going on
and liked it.
When Kanga was away driving the cat remained on Kanga’s bunk waiting for some scraps
from the kitchen on Kanga’s return and would greet him with a friendly Mee-yowww rubbing itself
against Kanga. Come night it seldom left the tent. On occasions the cat would curl up with
Kanga in the truck at work and listen to Kanga’s lengthy conversations without contradicting as
the hours passed.
One night Kanga returned to camp to find Ginger missing. This was odd, yes but nothing
to be alarmed about. Over at the mess hut the boys were remarking how Stevo the cook had
excelled himself in cooking up the bully beef hash. As I have said before Stevo was an apology
for a cook because he could never have made a soldier. Kanga took some leftovers back for
Ginger but alas no Ginger to be seen. A couple of days passed with no sign of the cat. Kanga
was feeling the loss. Stevo’s cooking had returned to its original burnt offering state. Then it
dawned on Kanga. Stevo had sweetened the bully beef with Ginger.
With murder in mind Kanga descended on the kitchen. Stevo was trying to lever the lid
off a large drum of sugar with a carving knife “Do you know anything about my cat, Stevo”
screamed Kanga, “ What bloody cat” replied Stevo. “My big ginger cat” screamed Kanga. “Oh
that cat” A smirk of a grin lighting up Stevos skinny face. “Well I did see a bloody big ginger cat
in my kitchen a few days ago, but ye know, for some reason I haven’t seen it since” The smirk
now a wide grin gripping the carving knife tightly while patting the drum of sugar with the knife
just to draw attention to the knife. The threat that every soldier makes at some time or other to
shoot the cook now suddenly seemed the right and reasonable thing to do. “Did you like my bully
beef stew the other night. The boys thought it was great” Said this sarcastic apology for a cook
grinding salt into my wound.
There was nothing more Kanga could do but hope Stevo would stray his way some nark
night while on guard duty giving Kanga the opportunity of turning Stevo into a soprano. The hours
in the truck now seemed longer for Kanga. Ginger’s affectionate Mee-yoww sadly missed.
Kanga

BILLY THE KID
Bill was a charmer with the seven girls that we know about back in Aussie. He had ample
equipment to handle any situation. In his civil life and in the course of army training in a number
of states Bill had obviously made a big impression on the ladies judging by the volume of mail
he now received. He must have had something going for him and it wasn’t his good looks. Now
overseas he was attempting to keep in touch, “Just in case” he would say. We knew he meant
just in case he may find himself in a part of the country where one of the girls lived. He would brag
about how irresistible he was a real exhibitionist in the showers.
One Girl in particular was special to him and one day he hoped to marry Rosemary. But
for the time being he played the field. However Bill managed to write a few lines to all seven.
Unfortunately Bill got two of the letters and envelopes mixed up. Yep, That’s right. Margaret got
Rosemary’s letter and answered it. But what letter did Rosemary get? When Bill received the
answer back from Rosemary about two weeks later he had sweated himself into a real panic
and his mind was on another planet. He got no sympathy from the boys who just laughed and
Macka said. “You’ve sh—t your nest this time Bill and it serves you right you silly B————
Write to her and patch it up ” “Easier said than done” whimpered Bill his face portraying the
agony of his heart. “You could shoot yourself” suggested Curley with a laugh. “Funny bugger”
said Bill mockingly his eyes wide with anger.
Poor Bill. Not a bad mate at all. Was over sexed and obviously had no toys to play with as
a kid now his sins had caught up with him at last. And some how I think he had learnt a lesson.
But the problem was his business.
I came back to camp very tired the next night to find Bill sitting over a packing case with a single
candle burning and a pile of screwed up paper scattered around the floor. I hit the bunk and went
out like a light, fast asleep. I awoke next morning surprised to see Bill still sitting there with the
candle now an inch long and enough paper on the floor to use in the little house for twelve
months.
He was a sorry sight. Obviously he was desperate for sleep and facing a twelve-hour day
in a hot truck. “Give it away” I said “And write it when you’re not tired and can think” He took my
advice and staggered over to the mess hut for some breakfast. Later he sought my help. “Hi
Kanga.” I was a “soft touch” and wrote reams of pages to my sweetheart every week in the truck
while waiting to be loaded or unloaded. “You write me a letter” Said Bill. Don’t be stupid Bill I
can’t write a letter to your girl I don’t know” I said. “Then give me a page out of yours” I realized
then that this was a serious situation and many a boy had cracked over less and gone troppo. “I
tell you what I’ll do.” You tell me of your standing with this girl and what you want to say and I will
try to put it into words to heal the wounds but you will have to write it in your style.” Bill’s face lit up
like fairyland.
“Gee, thanks Kanga” Said Bill. I was gilt stricken when I thought I could possibly be
conning some innocent girl into marriage or a situation I would regret. However I told Bill what I
would do if in the same situation. The result was a tearjerker about how Bill was lonely and
missing Rosemary. Sought only the company of this other girl with other mates at a function for
troops. And because Margaret’s mother had been so kind to him it was only good manners to
write an occasional line to a girl he would probably never see again anyway. Those girls usually
like a bit of sweet talk and any affectionate comments regarding the girl’s sexy form were to
boost Margaret’s ego and was heifer dust. “Tell Rosemary you love her, that you can’t eat or
sleep thinking about her. That you are sick with fear of losing her.” Which by the way was the

truth. Bill had the love bug and was in a bad way. An embarrassed Bill showed me his letter.
“Well Bill” I said, If that doesn’t do the trick you’re had it mate. And the only thing to ease the pain
was a bullet.
The weeks passed and no answer. Actually it was no fault of Rosemary’s. As is often the
case the mail was held up. All this time Bill smoked like a chimney and was apprehensive.
A call from the sergeant at the end of the line of tents announcing that mail was at last in
brought everyone out of their tents. Bill got Rosemary’s letter and yelled “Yahoo you bloody
beaut Kanga” “God forgive me” I whispered to myself. I wasn’t sure what I had done. “Read me
what she says” I said. “Not on your sweet Nelly Kanga” said Bill.
(Meaning like hell I will) Bill had seen the light.
The war ended and I was present at Bills and Rosemary’s wedding. Bill had had a shave
and was like a new pin. As the happy couple walked down the isle to leave my brother in crime
gave me a grin that conveyed volumes.
Forty years passed and I learnt where Bill lived. I decided to call on him. I knocked on a
front door of a terrace house that was crying out for paint,. A fat ginger bearded balding man with
bloodshot eyes from too much grog was standing there. “Howdy mate. How yer doing” I said. He
took a moment to focus on me then hollowed at me “You, you B———You wrote that bloody
letter” was Bill’s greeting. I should kick Sh——, out of you.
However that was Bill. We finished up talking for hours. Bill was divorced. The grog had
got the best of him. I haven’t seen Bill since. He just faded away address unknown. I later heard
he died in 1998 more than likely died a lonely man. Rosemary would have had to finish up better
off I imagine. One does things for the best but I still wonder if I should have helped write Bill’s
letter. Then again, I have no idea how much Rosemary contributed to the breakup of the marriage.

JOE AND THE GROG SHIPMENT
Following the end of the war more shipping space became available for things such as food and
grog. Commissioned officers always received an issue of spirits but now the troops were to be
allowed two bottles of beer each a week. Needless to say the few non-drinkers got a good price
for their beer.
Joe, sometimes called Fatty for obvious reasons, probably had beer mixed with his breast
milk as a baby. He was notorious for drinking like a fish and compared to Ned Kelly, Ned was a
gentleman. Joe was given the job of carting a full truckload of mixed grog from ship to depot
about ten minutes drive away. Of all 500 drivers Joe should have been the last person to get that
job.
All the time the Grog was being loaded Joe’s gullet was getting dryer and dryer as he thought
about the amber fluid.
Joe never got to the Depot that day and nobody missed him until his mates became
anxious when he didn’t return that night to camp. In fact nobody but the transport sergeant and
Joe knew he was carting Grog. Joe had it made. He was missing in action and loving every
minute of it no doubt.
Two days passed and still no Joe. The boys started to have second thoughts about the
matter. Maybe Joe Had come to grief somewhere and their original assumptions were wrong.
Every driver was looking for Joe, or an overturned truck while going about his or her job.
The sergeant and his driver were out searching the maze of trails and roads and decided
to investigate a track to an abandoned Yankee camp. There was the truck. Or was it? Joe had
put his camouflage skills to work and successfully hidden the vehicle. But where was Joe? A
stone’s throw from the truck they found Joe. Beer bottles littered the ground “Is he dead?” the
Sergeant asked. “No” said his driver.” Nobody dies with a smile on their face.” There was Joe
grinning from ear to ear eyes shut tight to stop out that painful daylight.
It had rained the night before and Joe was wet to the skin but had little chance of catching
cold with that much Grog in him. Apparently some kind of snail had crawled over him during the
night leaving silver streaks.
The Sergeant on returning to camp put Joe on a charge sheet but as the days went by
some how the paperwork got lost in the system.
Back home in Civil Street a year later I ran into Joe coming out of a pub. And wouldn’t you
know, he was full as a family pot. “Hi !!! Kanga? I gota buy you a drink” taking me firmly by the
arm. “No Joe.” I protested, “Not this time I’m in a hurry and we will want to go over old times”
Actually I wasn’t game to be with him drunk as he was. He had a short fuse and may pick a fight
with someone.
“You bastard” he bellowed. “You won’t drink with me.” I tried to pacify him but without
success. So I Just had to leave.
Some years later I learned that Joe had died. Sober he was a likable bloke and a good
soldier.
Kanga

PONTOON

ACCIDENT

The war was nearing the end. The trouble was nobody knew it. Down in the south of the island
the boys had been fighting hard with loses and had driven the nips across the river pronounced
the Mobbei. It was fast running, deep and about fifty meters wide. Not known to the boys at the
time was a heavy nip gun position on a hill ranged on the Aussie bivouac side of the river. We
were not to find this out until the cessation of hostilities. Fortunately the heavy gun was never
used.
Our job now was to provide about fifty collapsible pontoons each measuring about 1.5
meters wide by 6 to 7 meters long. They came in see-through crates and were quite heavy.
When in position they would be locked together with two rows of metal of decking wheel width
apart. The difficulty for us was that the truck trays were not long enough to accommodate the
length of the pontoon. Securing them for a twenty-mile (30 Klm) transportation on a rough jungle
trail needed plenty of heavy ropes. This we were short of. We did the best we could but it in my
case my ropes were inadequate.
The convoy was about five miles behind the forward position when the ropes broke on
my load. I hit the brakes. The pontoon had slid partly off the truck and now rested one end on the
road, the other end on the truck tray by a matter of inches at an angle of 45 degrees.
The convoy from behind crawled past. A driver with a warped sense of humor calling “
You’ll probably get your throat cut tonight Kanga” This was a possibility in this location and a
driver was not supposed to leave his truck. Finally the last vehicle disappeared out of tight and
the silent jungle closed in around all and was deathly quiet. I moved into the jungle a short distance
from the truck and took cover sitting down with my rifle across my knees. No point in making
myself a target for any Jap scouting party for this was a reasonable possibility.
It was already late in the evening as I pondered the set-up. It all looked hopeless without a
hoist to lift the pontoon. Even if the engineers back at base could be notified the crane would
take hours to reach this location. I was naturally anxious and the thought of spending the night
stuck out in the jungle with the boys voices still ringing in my ears did contain an element of truth
and provided the incentive to consider the possibilities of getting this pontoon back on the truck.
The road was soft sand. I decided to reverse the truck in extra low range gear and push
the pontoon back as far as possible onto the truck. The heavy pontoon dug into the sand
causing the sand to build up into a heap two feet to one half meter high. The pontoon still at an
acute angle was now resting on the truck by about two meters. I decided to continue to build
the heap of sand however instead of accumulating more sand I stood the pontoon vertical like
Cleopatra’s needle. There it stood now about twenty four feet tall (8 meters) to the top leaning
on the tray of the truck at a slight angle. Now what do I do I thought? I moved the truck forward
half a meter then by hand removed the sand between the pontoon and the truck causing the
pontoon to topple back onto the truck at 45 degrees. However his time about three meters of
the pontoon overhung the tray of the truck. With the broken rope now tied together I secured
the pontoon as it was. Using the “jack” logs and large stones from the jungle and proceeded
to jack the overhang up securing it in a precarious and unstable position with the rope tied to
the cross member of the truck chassis. This required a hole in the wooden floor of the tray,
which I chopped with a screwdriver and hammer; the hammering making sufficient noise to
bring any Jap to me that happened to be within miles around and the rope now too short to tie
off in the normal way.
I headed for the forward position at a snail’s pace leaving the heap of sand in the
middle of the track and wondering if I had a chance of making my destination.

I arrived just as the last pontoon of the convoy was being unloaded. The last driver
unloading was to be the first driver of the convoy home to base. It was now dark and I decided
as I was yet to be unloaded, to stay the night for safety. The forecast was for a cyclone to
reach the coast and that was bad news for anyone on the cost using the beach as a road,
which we did.
The first driver to head for base happened to be one with the big mouth who had said
“You’ll probably get your throat cut over night.” As he passed me he said, “How did you lift the
pontoon?” “You’ll know before you get back to base” I said.
The night being dark as the ace of spades and with headlights not much better than
lighted cigarettes the heap of sand would be a frightening sight seconds before he became
airborne and have the desired effect on this big mouth.
The convoy moved out my pontoon unloaded by many hands and I was told by the
officer to “Grab what you can of some hard rations” for a meal. There was nothing left of
anything else of the so-called meal. The thought didn’t inspire me but I had to eat something.
In the dark it was hard to know what the layout of the position was like. I didn’t want to
be stumbling over barbed wire and some trigger happy guard, so I crawled under a crude
bench used, I discovered in the morning, to accommodate the wash up of cook’s dishes and
draped my ground sheet over the bench all totally useless when it started to rain. I was
drenched and made my way (stupidat night ) in the dark to my truck cabin that was also totally
useless with little or no protection from the driving rain that was now deafening on the metal
roof of the truck.
Morning dawned and after a meal of porridge glue and something that looked like the
dog had brought up, the cook said it was egg powder and bully beef (It tasted like the
previous description) I headed back to base.
The storm had brought down big trees across the track and it was still raining heavily.
And was to continued to rain for the next few weeks. This caused further delays until the
engineers with their bulldozers cleared the road. Eventually I reached the beaches and the
hard sand left by the receding tide meant I could plant the pedal and make up some lost time.
Some distance ahead I noticed storm water from a swollen swamp had cut a channel through
the beach to the sea some ten meters wide. Nothing much to worry about that I thought, I’ll just
time it for the wave to roll out, ease down into the hard sand, and with the hard sand and the
speed of the truck be across without trouble. I proceeded to do this however as I hit the
overflowing water crossing the beach the truck sank in soft-sand down to its chassis. The
wave rolled in and with no doors on the truck simply went in one side drenched me and out the
other with the waves continuing to bury the truck in the sand and seawater. Officers from the
engineers coincidently were inspecting the problem to keep the supply rout open. They chook
their heads in disbelief and sent for a bulldozer. An hour passed and a ten-ton dozer arrived.
In attempting to free the truck it too became hopelessly bogged. Next to arrive was a road
grader and in no time it too joined the bogged vehicles and the unhappy group of cursing
officers.
“You’ll hear more about this you bloody donkey” the officer spat out at me who by
this time I was very humble and standing aside hopefully out of further trouble. Time passed
and a thirty-ton dozer with a long steel cable arrived and in turn winched the bogged vehicles
out. The motor was dried out and I was once again on my way.
By this time back at camp it was mess time and getting dark again the boys talked

about the days events I said not a word about mine. “Big Mouth” began talking about his trip
back the night before. He said, “ There I was flat out Owen gun across my lap and a spare clip
in my ammo pouch when all of a sudden I hit a bloody big mound of sand smack in the middle
of the road. I hit the F####ing steering wheel and almost came to a stop. Some bastard must
have lost a load of sand” I just smiled and said. “Yes, I dropped a pontoon mate and
wondered who would be the first to find my heap of sand. Couldn’t have happened to a nicer
mate.” What followed was not what one would hear at a dinner party.
The next three weeks it rained continuously. Supply to the troops at the front was
impossible by road. The only way was by air from DC3’ transport the workhorse of the forces.
We carted supplies to the airstrip, loaded the plane and flew with it dropping the supplies by
parachute over the target at treetop level. With a door on the plane one could drive a car
through it was a dangerous job to jettison the cylinders of supplies. It was not unusual to
discover a bullet hole in a plane on return although not knowing when we received the bullet.
Flying was better than digging trucks out of bogs.
War was really at a standstill the rain never easing off for a minute. Before action
started the war was over and we then had to transport the Jap prisoners back to Torikina.
It was reveled to me by some of our troops that a large force of Japs had been
positioned behind the Aussie positions in the jungle near the foothills of Mt Bagana the active
volcano, with the intention of attacking our supply lines when the Mobbei River was crossed
by our troops. Our company would have had little chance of survival. The rain had saved many
casualties.
Kanga

WOOD FOR THE KITCKENS
Kanga got his G2 (work Ticket) for the day. It simply read “Wood for the Kitchens at 700
hours Pick up squad from C Platoon and return”
This meant go find wood wherever it could be found. Good burning wood was very hard
to find due to the fact that it rained every day and the soft Bougainville timbers soaked it up like
a sponge when the wood was dry.
Kanga remembered seeing a large disused and abandoned native building on the way
to Jaba Jaba in the south of the island. That would provide a truckload of wood and most of it
would by bone dry. And it would last a month
The boys were not too happy at the prospects of having to pull the building down but
Kanga said “Leave it to me. I’ll knock it down with the truck” The highway of Kanga’s life was
scattered with the wrecks of good intentions and ideas. The boys had had prior experience and
eyed their mate off unconvinced of the outcome.
Arriving at the old building that measured about four truck lengths long by two wide with a
roof about two feet thick of sac sac palm leaves supported by five sturdy poles in line along the
center line the building and open at both ends. The boys were even more in doubt of Kanga’s
successful demolition prospects.
A hundred yards of track led to the building. Kanga’s reckoned he could get up enough
speed in the truck to be able to drive in one end crashing through soft wooden posts and out the
other end allowing the building to collapse behind him. Kanga believed the posts either side of
the building would support the roof until his exit.
“You’re bloody mad you silly bugger” said Les. “Yon’ll kill your F!!!ing self “ “ you bloody
dope” said Acco. But the boys knew Kanga’s mind was made up and that was that.
In true racing driver style on the grid Kanga lined up the truck, brought the revs up to red
line, dropped the clutch an rocketed of down his runway the ford motor screaming. He hit the first
upright snapping it like a biscuit bang goes the second pole the third pole didn’t break but went
forward collapsing the rest of the building onto the truck.
“Shit a brick” screamed Les. “Where is the stupid bastard” “Are you alright Kanga”, called
Macka. A silent pause then kanga could have been heard back in Aussie.
Kanga emerged from the sac sac roof now draped over the truck completely hiding it.
Kanga doing a dance that would have put the highland fling to shame much to the boys pleasure.
The old sac sac roof was the home of literally millions of long legged spiders. The ground now
covered like a moving brown carpet. Kanga now covered in spiders was frantically trying to rid
himself of them without much success. The boys were now in fits of laughter.
“Come on boys give me a hand to get this truck out, Said Kanga, still dancing and now
trying to prevent the spiders crawling up his legs”. “ Not on your sweet life” said Macka. “You can
have the bloody spiders to yourself. It was your Idea you fix” it.” Eventually Kanga was able to
drive the truck out while the boys delivered insults and wise cracks. As for the load of wood, it
was collected the hard way.
This excursion failed but the boys were never short on initiative both in war and behind
the lines
Kanga

The Banjo
Before leaving Aussie and against orders I smuggled a banjo mandolin into my kit. The
officers and NCO’s turned a blind eye. That banjo brought a lot of pleasure to the boys and
although I was no expert player I managed to knock a tune out of it. It was worth the extra weight
in my kit and wrapped in a waterproof bag it passed as equipment.
The quartermaster (a good mate) helped if our operation became difficult and the Japs
didn’t appreciate my playing. The banjo was with me most of the war and when spirits were a bit
low the boys would say, “Give us a tune mate”. And around the candle on the ammo box the army
choir, like no other choir, would grind out something that sounded remotely like the tune I was
attempting to play and there wasn’t a beer in sight.
We were transferring from ship to barges at Buna the ship was pitching about. The
improvised gangway down the side of the ship that only the army could design was wet and
steep. Half way down I slipped, dropped my rifle over the side onto the crowded landing barge
some four meters below. The Sergeant Major (known as the wicket keeper because he missed
nothing) bellowed a mouth full of obscenities at me then asked, “What’s that so and so thing
you’ve got in that so and so bag?” With an expression befitting a choirboy I mumbled, a banjo.
Casting his eyes to heaven he repeated slowly in an almost inaudible voice and with a
look of hopelessness, then a pause like the calm before a storm “A F——ing #!#!#! Banjo”
Then in a voice that the Japs could hear five miles away he bellowed “ And just what are you
going to do with that? Serenade the Japs? Fortunately for me there were a dozen men behind
me and a return to deck was impossible. But he wasn’t one to forget. However, no more was
said.
The old banjo is passed its use by date and gathering dust but some how I can’t cast
away something that also served the troops well. It should have campaign medals and be played
on ANZAC DAY so the boys beneath those white crosses could once again sing their dirty
ditties.
I can’t play it now . My fingers get too sore on the steal strings Old soldiers never die they
just fade away like my banjo. It should be buried at sun set with full military honors
However it now rests in a clubs war trophy

Kanga

NATIVES FISHING
I all the time we were in the islands as transport drivers we seldom had a completely free
day. The only time we had to ourselves in the daytime was if one worked night work and couldn’t
sleep in the heat of the day. Each soldier had three sets of cloths and was expected to wash a
set every day. This was to overcome the problem of skin rashes and everybody had it at some
time or other stale sweaty cloths were a no no.
Every morning a single file of drivers could be seen at the RAP (Regimental Aid Post)
with pants around their ankles, bums exposed and looking like a pregnant monkeys after being
painted with Castellanies red dye from backside to breakfast time. The long hours sweating in
the trucks hard against the motor in the cabin would become unbearable. At times causing what
resembled bad sunburn down one side of the body. As it was usually impossible to see through
the windscreen for dust in the dry times and mud when it rained most trucks had holes punched
through the windscreens to permit the driver to see the truck ahead. This meant that because it
rained at some time every day the drivers were wet with rain down the front and wet with sweat
down the back. Letter writing and the care for the camp area had to be fit in when ever possible.
When the Yanks established the base at Torokina the south trail extended about five miles
south down the cost with most of it one metre above high water and on the beaches. Beyond the
base perimeter on the beach the Yanks had mined the beach extensively at random beyond to
a depth of some hundreds of metres. When the Aussies took over our forces drove the Japs
back about ten miles. However while an attempt was made to clear the mines drivers were
never sure the engineers had got all of them. Over this section trucks had to drive at two hundred
meters apart and remain in the same wheel tracks as the truck ahead. The big worry with that
was that as the mines, some of them 100 lbs Ariel bombs pointing upwards with 7 lbs pressure
caps, may have been covered with various depths of sand due the weather. As each truck
traversed the section the wheel tracks became deeper. The Yanks kept no records of their mine
laying.
As the weeks passed our troops drove deeper south and our supply lines became longer
passing a native village at the Jabba Jabba River now out of Jap control. Most of the natives if
not all had taken to the hills when the Japs arrived. They had returned and welcomed the Aussies.
On occasions some of us would stop off at the village on the returned trip and take on possibly
twenty ten to twelve year old native boys and go fishing some three hundred meters away; this
done with the aid of hand grenades. The boys were expert with the grenade although frightening
at first to us. They would hold grenades in both hands and with the mouth pull the pins while
casually strolling up and down the beach.
The fishing technique by the boys was to line the water’s edge. Two of the older boys
would carefully survey the sea. Suddenly one would throw a grenade to the left then another to
the right. We couldn’t see a fish to save our life but up would come the fish by the dozen. The
boys lining the shore would now dive into the water and usually come up with three fish held by
the tail in their mouth and two in the hands. Then throw them onto the beach and dive for more.
By agreement the boys kept all fish two spans long for the village. We would always do well for
our share and probably feed the platoon of then seventy men. Cost, probably ten grenades.
Kanga
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Pants; Troops for the use of. That’s what the QM store had on the crate. This was the
new issue. Kanga on left holds pants at waist high. Ernie holds his pants at ankle
length. The pants were later cut off to, shall I say fit?

BOBS BREAKDOWN
Bob or Big Bob as he was nick named by the boys was a country boy from Victoria. The
name was appropriate for Bob was enormous, slow to move, quietly spoken, never swore or
said a bad word, strong as a bullock and as gentle as a baby. In civil life he was into weight
training and bodybuilding and would demonstrate his ability by pressing one of us with an average
weight of 11 stone, 155 pounds, above his head. Well, that was Bob.
As the war dragged on the mail became the all-important issue of the day. The first thing a
driver would ask on return from the track was “ Is the mail in?” The lucky ones would stretch out
on their bunks and digest every word of their precious letter smelling the often-perfumed pages.
This was usually followed by a general discussion about the news back home and friendly
tormenting the love sick with comments like, “Does she still love you Kanga?”
Big Bob was madly in love and had gone to much trouble to organize an engagement ring
to his sweetheart back home that apparently had agreed to marry him. However the boys noticed
that for the previous few days he was quieter than usual. Stretched out on his bunk reading and
re-reading a crumpled letter. “What’s the trouble?” Said Pat. Big Bob continued to look at the
ceiling of the tent. “My girl’s shacked up with another bloke” His voice shaking with emotion. “I’ll
apply for compassionate leave” This of course wouldn’t happen until hell freezes over. We were
at war and hard pressed twenty-four hours a day seven days a week as required.
Big Bob did just that and was told such a thing, as leave was impossible. Days passed
and heavy rain tumbled down non-stop converting the area to soft mud. The morning mess
(breakfast) bell rang out and the platoon headed for the kitchen. There was Big Bob walking on
his hands the sixty meters to the kitchen. At first the boys laughed believing it was just Big Bob
showing off his strength. However it didn’t take long for all to realize that he was in fact a very
sick man. When asked what he was doing he replied, “It’s to prevent my boots getting wet and
mud.” Big bill was troppo. The term used for a nervous breakdown.
Headquarters was notified and Big Bob was told he had been granted special leave.
That he would need special injections to permit him to enter Australia again. This was no problem
for Big Bob in his state of mind would have given his right arm and believed anything he was
told. This was all a maneuver to get him into hospital. Many of the boys later believed he should
have been given greater consideration and quietly sent home to recover.

The rest of the story told later by Ned the headquarters orderly clerk of what followed is
sad and amazing. It appears that Big Bob got his injection, which knock him out cold. He was
then put in a special cell like a cage specifically designed for such cases. This cell was only
big enough for a bed plus barely enough extra room to swing a cat around. The vertical bars
were made from local timber 7.5 x 5 cm. spaced close enough to prevent a head from being
thrust through. There were three horizontal beams on the outside top middle and 20 cm from
the bottom securing the verticals with bolts and quite a reasonable restraint for the average
man.
Big Bob regained consciousness called for the nurse and asked what he was doing in
the cell. The nurse tried to reason with him. Bob quietly told the nurse that if she didn’t let him

out he would get out. The nurse refused where upon it is said, Big Bob sat on the floor placing
his feet on the wall of the cell and pealed the bars off from the bottom up until the opening was
big enough to pass through.
The nurse took off in fear. But there was no need for that. As I have already said, Big Bob
was as gentle as a baby. Apparently Bob just walked out of the hospital. We lost track of him
despite every effort the boys made Headquarters wasn’t saying a word.
Some years after the war I visited a farmer friend Big Bob and I had got to know while in
training in Queensland. I asked about Big Bob. “He called in to see me” said the farmer. “He
married someone, he’s a sick man. That was some time back now. Nice bloke Big Bob” I agreed.
As I drove down the once familiar track now shrouded with trees that not long before were
saplings and along the still gravel road to the little country town my mind drifted back to this big
lovable bloke that once saved my life while swimming a river, the war in which we sweated for
together, the quiet moments telling tales of our past. Big Bob’s happy quiet nature deserved the
best in married life.
Did he marry his wartime sweetheart; probably not?. Unfortunately Big Bob wasn’t the
only one to go troppo in our company and in the war. Shattered minds and bodies, shattered
dreams, broken hearts and a row of campaign ribbons and medals all that is left of a life in the
bottom draw of an old cupboard “Lest we forget” today’s generations cry on Anzac Day. But how
could they hope to know the real story of the Big Bobs of the war.
Kanga

BILL THE FOX
Bill was a humorous character, short and stocky with a head resembling a soccer ball. . Balding
at an early age many of his mates said it was worn out on the head of too many beds. Which,
when one thought about it may have not been too far from the truth. Bill’s explanation, ”I wore it off
on me Sheila’s chest” His eyes complemented his head .Big and round protruding from the eye
sockets like ping pong balls, bloodshot beneath heavy horizontal eyebrows.
When on leave in Aussie, Bill would drink until his money ran out and then do his best to borrow
more. This having failed bill would “get me-self a Sheila” until time to return to camp .Now if this
proved to be a “good thing” Bill would more then likely wind up A.W.L.
It was not unusual for Bill to return to camp, while in Aussie, sporting some skin off the nose and
cursing everything and everyone. Bill had a limited vocabulary. What he had was punctuated
with every blasphemous and obscene word ever uttered by a soldier.
Bill’s list of accomplishments didn’t end there. Bill was a card sharp and a very proficient one at
that. The quick flick of a card after a long session with somewhat drowsy opponents was not a
possibility to be over looked by those gullible enough to participate in the game. Add a few
beers per hour and Bill had it made.

Find a two-up game and you would find Bill “. Come in spinner” would be the cry. Always confident
of winning and always broke, and trying to borrow a quid.
The comradeship among the boys was ever forgiving for we all knew well Bill could not change
and we took the necessary precautions. However, there was a side to Bill that ensured his
inclusion in the fellowship of the platoon. Never could define it. Maybe it was his sense of humour.
Or the crude appreciation of his bawdy jokes accompanied by the smile of an innocent ten-yearold child.
Bill’s pay book had more red lines (for fines) than his eyes and it would be London to a brick’ Bill
would one day be discharged owing the army money.
On many occasions Bill and I were assigned to duty with the Graves Registration section to
recover the remains of the boys who had been killed. Bill and I were there to provide the
transportation .The forward trail consisted of nothing more than the clearing by a bulldozer through
very soft ground. In these conditions our vehicles in extra low rang four-wheel drive were making
a lot of noise. This made us edgy.
With the armed party leading and the natives following behind the trucks (they’re not silly)
proceeded into the forward area. We passed the forward bivouac area. The troops had dug in
and were not to be seen.
The armed party proceed slowly, taking great care to move forward on each side of the
trail, pausing under cover every, what seemed to me, few meters.
Not surprisingly, our trucks became hopelessly bogged down. The armed party and the natives
went on. Bill and I had to find a way to dig the trucks out. Finally I said, “ One of us will have to go
back to an engineer’s position for a bulldozer”. This was followed by a string of obscenities from
Bill.
Eagerly he agreed to stay with the trucks while trying to convince me that as the danger was
greatest remaining with the trucks and he was actually thinking of my safety by suggesting I
should go. “We’ll draw straws” I said, “No we bloody wont.” Cursed bill. However, eventually we
decided to draw straws to see who would go back alone, about eight hundred meters. I made
sure I held the straws.
In our situation at the time, we were very frightened .The racket we made trying to get the trucks
out, could have brought the Jap in behind our armed escort.
Needless to say I wasn’t going to let Bill hold the straws. Bill got the short straw. And true to his
reputation, delivered a mouth full of obscenities. However, clutching his rifle and with those pingpong eyes sticking right out of his head, he started off to get help.
Bill had gone about fifty meters when a native AWL from the working party, who had found a
hiding place in the roots of a big tree, stepped out just after Bill had passed.” Massa’’ was all I
later learned the native had said. This was enough to send Bill rocketing into the air, much to the
delight of the native now laughing his head off. The native not realising just how close he was to
getting a bullet. What Bill was saying wasn’t Japanese and certainly not a lesson in Engish for

the native.
Eventually the engineers with a second armed party, Bill and a thirty-ton dozer arrived
much to my relief. For by that time I was wishing I had drawn the short straw instead of Bill. The
situation was soon resolved and we returned to the Torikina cemetery and lay to nest the remains
of our comrades.
We laughed about the Fox at our reunions years later. But it is events like this where
comradeship is born. Bill died from cancer in about 1988 and I am not surprised he was a
heavy smoker.
Kanga

HALF A MO SIR
With war finished more shipping space became available for food and drink. We were
allowed two bottles of beer a week and most of the boys quickly knocked that off the day it
arrived. However, as the weeks went by work for the transport companies increased and it was
clear we would be the last to leave the island. There were six wild boys from one tent that would
pay any price to the non-drinkers for their grog. This they would bury in the dirt floor of their tent
for a special occasion. That special occasion being when they had too much grog to reasonably
drink in one session.
Finally the night arrived for the big event and from the tent on the end of the tent lines issued a
continuous stream of dirty ditties and songs together with obscene language punctuated by
raucous laughter. On and on it went the voices becoming noticeably garbled as time went by.
Tight bladders periodically relieved in the storm gutter adjacent to the tent. Finally one of our
heroes decided that the handle bar mustache many of the boys had been sporting for months to
take home to their sweethearts had to be shaved off. “No” said Bluey, a big Irish lad notorious for
getting into fights for no reason. “ Let us cut half the mo off and the bastards will have to cut the
rest off themselves.” Tent by tent they raided the blokes that had trained and waxed their prized
possession for homecoming. Now most tents had scrounged a 44 Gallon drum to catch rainwater
off the tent. This was always full to the brim and each victim had a ducking as Bluey said, “to
wash the soap off”
Eventually it was my turn to by shaven. They came storming into the tent. “Grab him said
Bluey.” Ok no need for that” I said, “ I will let you shave it off” Much surprised, they said “You will
will you?” “ Yer, Yer” I said. The war heroes stood back surprised at my willingness to
participate in their scheme. But before they could start I said “ “Yer I’ll let you cut half my Mo
off but the bloke that cuts it off will get a bloody smack in the mouth for sure”
Mush laughter and wise cracks followed “Oh, smart bugger Kanga?” said Bluey, “Hang
on to him fellas, and get big Jim.” Now big Jim was a giant and in civi-life a timber cutter. Big
Jim arrived and said, “what’s going on boys?” “We want you to cut Half of Kangas Mo off and
he promises to smack the bloke in the mouth who does it”
More was laughter and excitement from the very drunk heroes. Big Jim laughed and
said, “You do your dirty work yourself Kangas a mate of mine” I was very relieved for I was not
foolish enough to have clobbered Big Jim and would have sacrificed my Mo. The heroes
apparently believed me and let me off.

Continued
The Platoon commander was a Lieutenant and had a real Clark Gable mustache and
even he didn’t escape. The heroes had blotted their copybook but were too drunk to realize
what they had done. However two years earlier this same officer have disclosed the contents
of a soldier’s private letter he had censored and the fact got back to the C O of the unit. A full
muster parade had been called. The C O informed the whole company of the offence. The
offending officer and the soldier were standing beside the C O. The Co asked the soldier in a
loud voice. “Do you want this officer to be court marshaled?” “No” said the soldier. The C O
then proceeded to lay it on the line to the officer. Reminding him how fortunate he was that this
soldier had “let him off the hook.” Obviously the Lieutenant believed he owed the platoon one
favour. The wild party and the ducking in the drum of water was a time to settle accounts for
him.
Coincidently the morning after the wild party a full parade of all platoons had been
scheduled and was held. The C O handed the parade over to the Sergeant Major and on
dismissing the parade said, “All except D platoon from the left, dismiss” The D platoon heroes
by this time were muttering obscenities and in the oppressive heat of the day suffering badly
from their folly of the night before. The platoon lieutenant took over. “All except, (naming the
heroes one by one) dismiss.” Four hundred and fifty men were now lining the parade ground. All
knowing what had happened the night before. “Form single file the lieut bellowed. Aten- shun.
Slope———arms. Right turn. Quick——er——march.
Off the boys marched headed for the headquarters lines and the C O”s tent and orderly
room. There was total silence. To everyone’s surprise the D platoon CO marched the heroes
past the orderly room, circled the parade ground halting the squad at the Quartermaster’s store
where they drew picks and shovels and were told that they were volunteers for a work party to
dig a drain around the vehicle park.
These boys were already suffering. The dig started with the Mo-less officer watching on.
It was not long before the heroes had learnt their lesson and the lieutenant called a halt. What he
said in the short talk that followed we can only imagine but there was no comment from the boys
later. And not surprisingly no more wild parties
kanga

The Ghost of Private “G”.
.
The heat was oppressive. We were attached to a patrol of six plus an officer from graves
registration. Our mission today was to recover the bodies of a number of men killed about two
weeks before from a position approximately eight hundred meters beyond the perimeter of our
forward position in the south of Bougainville.
A small group of natives worked silently and without any encouragement to hurry, for the
area although patrolled, was not considered safe. Upon locating the first remains some natives
were violently sick and apparently decided they had had enough. I can’t say I blame them. I felt
the same and with the noise now being made by my mate’s truck some five hundred meters
away, we were all very much concerned for our safe exit from the area.
The Graves Registration officer now urged the natives on. Reluctantly they obeyed with the
unenvied task. Those poor unfortunates proceeded at a pace too slow for safety. I recall, we
located six or seven remains within a hundred meters one being a body of a lad I will call private
“G” These lads, average age about nineteen, hastily buried by their mates they were entitled to
a marked grave, in a proper place, we were there to see they got just that. So commenced one
of the strangest events of my life.
With twelve other of our dead we returned to the base cemetery at Torokina where all but
private “G” were buried without a service or fuss.
As private “G” was the last to be buried, the officer in charge gave the natives their final
instructions and left. With no officer present the natives dumped the remains of private “G” in the
grave and quickly proceeded to fill it in. There the remains lay doubled up on its side, almost in
a seated position, looking awkward .It deserved more. I protested in the strongest terms to the
natives that the remains should be straightened, without success. “ Him he all bugger up pinish
masser” It should have finished there for this was not exactly new to me.
Months passed, came the end of the war .For two years I dreamed of the cramped,
distorted form in it’s grave. Quite suddenly the dreams ceased never to return. Apart from
feeling relief I paid it little attention. Six weeks passed and while finishing my lunch in my office,
(I was now working for a Sydney newspaper,) on the table partly obscured by the remains of my
lunch was a SIX WEEK OLD NEWSPAPER A small story told of the Torokina cemetery being
moved to Moresby. My flesh crept and a strange calm filled by being.
I knew the spirit of private “G” was at rest and so was I.
Kanga.

